Earthquakes rock L.A. damage and death rise

UPI—California’s mightiest earthquake in 34 years smashed sections of Los Angeles and its sprawling suburbs into fire and rubble yesterday, killing at least 31 persons and forcing 160,000 to flee their homes beneath a cracked and leaking earth diadem.

Nearly half the victims died when the earthquake, “like a giant hand,” telescoped two buildings at a veterans hospital in the San Fernando Valley into a high pile of rubble.

Three others died when a wall collapsed at a new sanctuary two miles away. Others were killed by falling bricks, collapsing freeway structures, and heart attacks.

Nearly 1000 persons were injured. Damage mounted into the millions of dollars. President Nixon declared California a disaster area and dispatched Vice President Spiro T. Agnew to help coordinate rescue efforts.

Governor Ronald Reagan flew to inspect the wrecked veterans hospital in San Fernando where several persons died and the grounds of the rapped and dying drifted up to 40 feet working into the night under arc lights, as they frantically chopped holes in the collapsed roof.

Reagan also flew over the Olive View Sanitarium. He said it looked “like it was made of blocks that were knocked off. It was lying down there like a child’s playground. It was literally lifted up and dropped.”

The quake was centered 40 miles northwest of Los Angeles and fell along 300 miles of California’s underground fault network from Fresno to the Mexican border.

Tall buildings swayed and crumbled and plaster fell in Los Angeles, where more than 400 buildings were damaged. The sidewalks of Hollywood Boulevard were littered with glass. Terrified residents fled into the streets in their nightclothes.

Los Angeles public schools closed and 400,000 children were sent home. Injured. Damage mounted into the millions of dollars.

The Apollo 14 astronauts in quarantine aboard the USS New Orleans

High flying astronauts greeted by sober world

Washington, UPI—President Nixon Tuesday welcomed the Apollo 14 astronauts back to Earth and expressed the thanks of a grateful nation for their exploits.

Shortly after the three astronauts arrived aboard the USS New Orleans, Nixon telephoned them to offer his congratulations on their trip. “Once again Earth has welcomed back the men and the instruments everywhere in rejecting both for the safe return of astronauts Shepard, Mitchell and Ross and the successful completion of their mission,” Nixon said in a White House statement. He watched the splashdown on a television set in the office of an aide adjacent to his oval office.

Nixon recalled that it was on May 5, 1961, that Alan Shepard, the Apollo 14 commander, made America’s first space flight—a suborbital trip aboard Freedom 7.

“Now, a decade later, he returns from the moon as commander of the first-man crew of Apollo 14. Take the difference between that first flight and his latest as a measure of how far we have progressed in space in the short span of 10 years. But two things have not changed: the courage and determination of the men who fly these missions and the skill and dedication of the thousands here on Earth who make their flight possible,” he said.

“To each and everyone of the many people who contributed to the success of Apollo 14, a grateful nation says ‘well done’ and to the astronauts themselves—to Captain Shepard, Commander Mitchell and Major Ross—we add an equally hearty welcome home.”

The Charlie Byrd Quintet will present an evening of pop jazz in the Men’s Gym this Sunday.

Byrd’s musical experiences include study with some of the world’s greatest guitarists. He studied at Hartnett National Music School in Manhattan. In 1964, Byrd received a scholarship to study with the Spanish classical guitarist: Andres Segovia.

Byrd’s extensive training in classical guitar, in addition to a formidable jazz background, opened up a new level of performance. Byrd did not attempt to synthesize jazz and classical elements into “modern music.” He said, “It’s a wedding that losses the best of both.” (Time 3-14-67). His music is better described as jazz played on a classical guitar without a pick or amplification.

In 1963, Byrd and saxophonist Sam Gela recorded Jazz Samas. According to jazz authorities, “Leonard Feather, ...“the entire bass line here is played in the United States may be said to have sprung directly from this album.

Byrd and his Trio have appeared at the Newport, Monterey, Longhorn and Virginia Beach jazz festivals. Byrd has captured virtually every major award available to a guitarist, including Downbeat Magazine’s International Critics’ Poll and for several years running, Playboy Jazz Poll.

The Apollo 14 astronauts returned from the moon on the U.S.S. New Orleans, where they were quarantined for 21 days. Their return was marked by a hero’s welcome from President Nixon and the American people.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Learn more, gripe less

Editor:

Apparently there is some concern that the school motto of "learn by doing" may become "learn and that’s it." I'm just wondering if that's not such a bad idea anyway.

Personally, I don’t care if I learn by doing, by reading or by osmosis. It’s still my sole purpose for being here.

I already know about the atrocities committed by the "Yankee Imperialists." No one has to remind me of the racial problems in this country. I’m well aware of the apparent discontinuities of our present administration. And I even get a through update on these issues every night at six o’clock.

More protest voices of dissatisfaction we don’t need. Instead of using the campus as a sounding board for more dissent, why not utilize it as a tool for understanding and solving our massive problems. Who knows, we might learn something.

Garris Liscum

EDITORIAL

Love to CP

Ah, the agony of the ecstasy.

Paint the block, open the alley.

Let us in, there’s hair to be cut.

Feed the grease, yeah that’s education.

What’s that you say about a war?

Sell that land, shovel that dirt.

Hurry, cars are waiting.

There’s gas for all.

Someone’s rocking the boat? Drown em!

War? yeah that’s too bad,

Poly’s my life, I love it.

These mountains sure keep on the fog.

Yeah that’s not all, where’s the world?

We’ve gotta fight to keep,

We can’t lose.

Jobs are waiting, get those grades.

If you learn too, that’s okay.

Fit right in, pay the tax,

I love Poly, such high mountains.

And the war rages on.

Ah, the agony of the ecstasy.

Ian McCabe

Editor-In-Chief

Shakes mark quakes

Richter of the California Institute of Technology, one of the world’s foremost authorities on earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and other seismic disturbances.

The scale has no theoretical top limit, although 10 is generally considered its practical limit. Each full number on the scale indicates a tremor one time as strong as the next smallest number. Thus, a quake with a magnitude of 2 is one time greater than a magnitude 1, a magnitude 3 is one time greater than magnitude 2, a magnitude 4 is one time greater than magnitude 3 and 100 times greater than magnitude 1 and so forth.

Using this logarithmic progression, a quake with a billion times more powerful than a tremor with a magnitude of one. The most powerful earthquake ever recorded—in Chile—had a magnitude between nine and 9.5 on the Richter scale. The Alaska earthquake of 1964 had a magnitude of about 8.3 on the scale.

The Mercalli and Rosai-Forel scales, rather than offering a mathematical formula for determining the strength of tremors, instead provide rough guidelines for determining their strength by observing surface effects. The Mercalli scale runs from 1, described as "not felt except by a very few under especially favorable circumstances," to 12, "damage total," which would be similar to a quake with the magnitude of 9 on the Richter scale. The Rosai-Forel scale, seldom used today, runs from one to ten and is quite similar to the Mercalli scale.

THE CHUKKA BUCKLE BOOT IS HERE!

Chocolate Brown, suede leather, folded top, seamless molded back, one piece norip construction, hard box toe, completely stitched around toe and heel, hailless construction, buckle fastener.

Sizes 6-13

ONLY $12.00
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A flag's valiant demise

Not since the days of Betsey Ross has the American flag received as much controversy and as much testing as it has during the past year. Used for everything from decorative shirts and tie to red, white and blue sheet and pillow cases, the colors are destined to become a commercial gimmick smash success. It's added color to motorcycle gas tanks and at the same time it's provided a mark of patriotism to thousands. With the flag streamers, the colors are destined to become a commercial gimmick "so gallantly streaming," Abbe Hoffman sees as a old design. The acute radical, however, takes his case off of car windows and uses the flag in a different manner. Victims of the "Easy Rider" syndrome, these people are usually seen with a flag sewn to the seat of their pants or as a patch on aa old pair of Levi's. Stepping into the spotlight now, the government has supplied one of the most paradoxical policies in history. A series of arrests condemning unrestricted use of the flag has shed great deal of light on a delicate subject. Arrests that, some complain, have every tendency to be discriminatory to young people.

California serves as an excellent example of how a law can be vague and often self-defeating. In the state, as in most others, the law states it "is a misdemeanor to publicly mutilate, deface, delire, or trample on any flag of the United States." Yet the same law guarantees "the right to display the flag as a symbol of peaceful opposition to government," thereby creating a problem of value judgments in arrests. But why do people put flags on their windows? One student at the University of Michigan who has had a flag on his car for some time said simply that "I don't see any reason why I shouldn't display the flag. It's on my car because I'm an American," and another said, "I have it on there because I think every American should display the flag if he's proud of it."

But what about those displaying a variation of the flag? The American flag is a symbol of both pride and dissent and is on trial throughout the country by people like Clyde Lager, who has found a new place to display the flag.

Army requests more muscle

The Defense Department yesterday asked the Selective Service System to draft 17,000 for the Army in March, the same total called up in January and February. The calls for the first three months of this year are roughly about the same as in the first quarter of 1970, and about half the total of the first quarter in 1969. Pentagon spokesman Jerry W. Prakash said he expected the 1971 draft total to be somewhat lower than last year.

When asked why he had a flag with a peace symbol over it, and one with an ecology sign on it, one student summed it up, "I believe in peace and I believe in ecology."

There are others who aren't really sure why they have a flag on the car. One man said, "I guess it's supposed to be symbolic of American patriotism," while another flag was there because it came in the mail.

A number of people are worried about the treatment of the flag. This concern was indicted in New York again, where some 80 flags were in the same area an inverted flag at an American Legion Hall. In response to the Pablo incident, motorists were arrested for having decals on their windshield.

On the legal issue the question stands as to how far a person can go in displaying the flag and still remain within bounds of the law—a problem which has caused much discussion.

A housewife in Hapopaga, N.Y., was arrested for flying the flag upside down to protest the war in Vietnam.

A past A.S.I. president has been appointed to the governor's staff. Rush Hill, class of '68, is the Assistant to the Educational Advisor, Dr. Alex Ellsworth. His job concerns matters that relate to current academic issues, from school on up. Hill will also stand in for the governor when he is unable to attend an educational event.

Hill was A.S.I. President in 1968-69. He graduated with a double major in Architecture and Business Administration. He went on to work for Frank L. Hope and Associates, an architectural firm, as Assistant President of the company. Last October, Hill decided to break away and start his own design business. He was not yet licensed but did some miscellaneous work including metal sculpturing. He joined the governor's staff late last month. Hill became acquainted with Reagan during the term of his A.S.I. office. Man does not live by love alone

So when you have better things to do than cook, come to Speedy Burger, where a good meal can cost you less.
Mothers ‘zapped’

London (UPI)—A joint concert by the American pop group The Mothers of Invention and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra at the Royal Albert Hall was called off abruptly Monday night when officials objected to the program.

The concert was to have been the musical score from the film "200 Motels" to be played by the Mothers and the 110 members of the Royal Philharmonic, led by Frank Zappa, lead guitarist for the pop group.

"We heard rumors about the program," said an Albert Hall spokesman. "The concert as programmed is not acceptable to us." The trouble is not with the music but what it stands for. The film is about the life of a rock group on tour and contains references to drugs and "groupie" girls—teen-age girls who follow rock musicians.

"This must be the first time a classical orchestra has been turned away from a concert it was about to give," said Herbert Cohen, manager of the Mothers.

The performance would have been about 75 per cent orchestral music, plus six or seven individual songs with lyrics.

"I don't know why it's been cancelled," said Zappa. "I gather the management thinks the script is obscene."

Way to diploma-leather

"Blond, 17-year-old Tony Kassebaum is taking part in a "lifelong learning experience" by running his own business.

Kassebaum has opened a leatherwork shop in student-owned and operated Gaylord Galleries.

Kassebaum is getting credit towards his high school diploma by running his shop through the U.C. Berkeley Extension program.

"It works much the same way correspondence courses do," he explained.

Tony operates out of a corner in the Gaylord Galleries. Belts, visors, and purses are his specialties.
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Mono-tex
Camptrail
Gregory
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Wool and ski socks

BACKPACK QUARTER BREAK

Master Charge
Bank Americard

Sorry — out of stock

ECL CORRAL COLLEGE STORE
Veiled in mystery

"It was really terrific," says Bobbi Burgess about the Leadership Conference she attended last November. Miss Burgess, a junior dietetics major, didn't really want to go to the conference, but was "talked into it by friends." She says it ended up being a "great experience," and "it teaches you how to talk to people."

Gregg Cato, a senior in business administration, was at the November conference too. He says through the group situation at the conference "you get to know yourself a lot better." Cato adds, "everybody should go to one of them."

"It's called a Leadership Conference," says Joyce Burns, "the Atlantic Richfield Oil Company sponsored five people from the committee at a national conference which was held in Riverside. Going to that conference gave us a lot of ideas which we were able to apply at the November conference which we put on. We want to try even more things at the February conference."

Exactly what goes on at a Leadership Conference is something which remains veiled in mystery. "We really don't like to say," Vilhauer says, "because the reactions from people are better if they don't know what to expect."

Sign-ups for the conference, which will be held at Cachuma Camp at Lake Cachuma near Santa Barbara, began Feb. 1 and will continue until all 60 spaces are filled. Students and faculty members may attend the conference, and should contact the TCU if they are interested. Cost is $8 per person.

Soliciting box to gather ideas

A suggestion box has been set up opposite the main circulation desk for the purpose of soliciting ideas from students, faculty, and staff for the improvement of library services. Forms are provided for submitting suggestions.

The addition of a suggestion box was recommended by Shannon Patterson, a reference librarian, who noted the favorable results reported by another academic library in a professional library journal.

Goose rhymes

If you have a yen for "Chinese Mother Goose Rhymes" the College Theater during College Hour is the place for you to be. Music maestros Harold P. Davidson and Graydon Williams will be waving the chopsticks as they lead the Women's Glee Club and the Collegians through Thursday's free concert.

Music with an international flavor will be potpourried with contemporary American strains. A handful are: "I Like the Lad With the Golden Hair," "Danny Boy," "Look at That Girl," "I'm a Man," and "Sunny."

Also on the slate are the Majors and Minors, Marimba music men and the Collegiate Quartet, another male group known for its renditions of contemporary, popular and folk tunes.

FRED'S AUTO ELECTRIC
Specialized Motor Tune-up
Dyna-Vision Analysis

IGNITION
CARBURATION
ALTERNATORS
WIRING
GENERATORS
REGULATORS
STARTERS
BATTERIES

Monterey & Califormia Blvd.
Phone 543-3821

Sweetheart Special
Two orders Fish & Chips $1.75
Wednesday; today only

BIT O' LONDON
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295 Santa Rosa St.

Rileys Annual Ski wear

SALE 1/3 OFF

Your Headquarters for Western Wear. Hyer, Juvalia, Ams & Texas Boots, Sansome, Resital Hats

1033 CHORRO St.
Phone 543-4101

Riley's College Square on Foothill Blvd.
Open 9:45 to 5:30 Thurs. days until 9

starts today!
Catfish hooked senior student

If you're a fish lover who's finding it hard to swallow your tuna sandwiches these days because of strange reports of mercury poisoning you'll be glad to know that something is being done to help you out. No, not better tuna, but more catfish.

Although it will be difficult to replace the tuna salad with the whitakered catfish for lunch, it appears that the Ictalurus Punctatus Broodstock (or common catfish) will be the seafood of the future, and this school is right in the middle of the action.

Bob Olson, a senior Biological Science major, is currently fathering some 1100 of the famous finless of the fresh water fish family to Sherpherd's reservoir. He has been working on the project since last summer when he decided to guard the fish for a senior project.

Even though the main purpose of the fish is for study, they might end up on your dinner menu, eventually. Olson hopes that as soon as the catfish weigh one pound he can sell them to the Food Processing Department where research will be continued.

The project, carried out under the student enterprise program and financed by the Foundation, got off to a good start when 'Fish Breeders,' a southern California catfish farm, gave the 1100 fingerlings to Olson.

The project has three objectives according to Olson: to observe if catfish can be farmed in San Luis Obispo, since the climate here is different than in the usual growing regions; to study growing areas of different densities; and to study dieting.

The fish are kept in polluted free irrigation water in order to insure their good health, and they are fed under close observation with a specific diet.

Although the fish are serving as a senior project, the far reaching affects of the program could be very important. Dr. Richard Kreja, a biological science instructor working with Olson, is presently submitting a plan to the Committee of Marine Science Technology to gain support in making the catfish a regular feature of the school.

Approached rather skeptically in the past, because of a somewhat grossmeas appearance, catfish farming has recently become a popular business in California, as well as in many southern states, where catfish farming first started.

An estimated 16 million catfish are expected to be sold in California alone this year, with the rest of the country producing over 300 million prospective catfish dinners. The fish are usually sold to fee fishing lakes, but lately the sportman has been outranked by the gourmet who finds that the catfish doesn't taste all that bad. In fact, many fish eaters find it to be quite a treat.
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Black films shown at 7
by Ahmad El-Robey
The second Black Film Festival sponsored by the BBU will be held tonight in the Engineering Auditorium. The films will run from 7 p.m. through midnight.

"The History of Slavery" and "The Heritage of Slavery" are the films that will be shown at 7.

200 moonlight to JC
by Pat Lassar
Why are students enrolled in this college, up to 18 units, also carrying additional units at the junior college because there is a smaller number of students at the junior college.

One suggestion that was brought to the attention of the students is that the student would be able to attend a class outside this college. The other major topic discussed at the meeting was a "Two Way Open Door Policy" concerning student council and department heads' meetings. This means that if the students feel that there is something pertinent to the faculty at their meeting, that the individual instructor could be invited. This would then work the other way; that is, the student would be able to attend a faculty meeting if there was something of interest to them.

A pleasant guest must have arrived at 40 days in an undisturbed forest outside this college.

Free tax counsel
by Pat Lassar
The free help clinic was announced with the help of Dr. George Coates, interim dean of the School of Business and Social Sciences. Students John D. Ahearn, Marcia C. Engesser, and James G. Klick were trained by V. Tony Stapley, manager of the Internal Revenue Service office, to qualify as volunteer income tax assistants.

The VITA offices will be located at seven separate community colleges throughout the county on 11 occasions before the program ends on March 8. The clinics, which began this week in Santa Margarita, will be held at the Grass Roots Center in each of the communities.

The students, who will receive college credit for their part in the program, will place special emphasis on revisions in the income tax laws which were passed in 1969 but apply to returns for the 1970 tax year.

Date, time, and locations where the VITA team from Cal Poly will be available are:
- San Luis Obispo Grass Roots Center—Wednesday, Feb. 24, 7:30-10:30 p.m.
- Paso Robles Grass Roots Center—Friday, Feb. 5, 6-10 p.m.
- Atascadero Grass Roots Center—Friday, March 5, 6-10 p.m.
- Oceano Grass Roots Center—Friday, Feb. 19, 6-10 p.m.
- Morro Bay Grass Roots Center—Wednesday, Feb. 24, 7:30-10:30 p.m.
- Nipomo Grass Roots Center—Friday, Feb. 26, 6-10 p.m.
- Santa Margarita, will be bald at 12 p.m.
Two comedies coming
The NewShakespeare Company of San Francisco is a professional repertory company, will give two performances on this campus the last weekend in February.
"As You Like It," a romantic comedy, is presented for 8 p.m. Feb. 27. A second comedy, "A Midsummer Night's Dream," is scheduled for Sunday, Feb. 28, at 2 p.m.
Tickets for either performance will be on sale at the TCU starting Feb. 22. General admission is $2.50, students $1.50.
Sponsoring the performances on campus is the Fine Arts Committee.

Lost and Found
LOST: Male cattle crooked on ladder. Or near Upper Campus. Call 956-1600 day or 644-6874 even.

Help Wanted
YOUNG WORKING BACHELORS DESIRE TO SHARE HOUSES. EXCEPTIONAL RENTS. 454-6980.

Housing
Make roommate needed 724 m. & 725 m. Attached dormitory room on campus, with view. Call Prins after 5 454-5420.
Rooms for rent at the Anderson House. All rooms with private bath. $66 per month. 492-6090.
One male student needed to share house with a female. Will do a month. 813-5477.
Make roommate needed near campus@m. with pool 932-5315.

For Sale
3 Tropol Contract Girls
The Tropol Club at UC Berkeley.
Need female roommates to fill 100 m. girl apt. New, clean & modern. Host for m. 6 544-5791.
Take over lease on a brand new 3 man apt. 1200$ per month 956-1218.
Female Roommates needed San Luis Obispo. Men. $350 per person Call 544-4929.

Virginia Woolf
"An evening of fun and games at the home of George and Martha Middleton" is being promised by the campus theater when it presents Edward Albee's play Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? Performances of the contemporary and once controversial drama of middle America are scheduled for Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday (Feb. 17, 18, 19, and 20) evenings. Curtain time each evening will be 8 p.m.
Edward Pinson, a senior majoring in speech who is directing the campus production of Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf as part of the requirements for his bachelor's degree, describes it as "a gripping play that shocked conservative theatergoers with its debut in 1962. Its approach to life is realistic, untouched, and unembellished by euphemistic parody. The viewer becomes inescapably a part of this vibrating production, seeing perhaps, reflections of his own life mirrored in the action," Pinson continued.
Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf is four experienced student actors. Barbara Harris, which Elizabeth Taylor memorably portrayed in the motion picture version of the play. The role of George Middl-
ston will be acted by Bruce Wilkinson, a speech major, and Nick and Holly will be played by George Dellagiana and Debbie Ware, both speech students.
An advance sale of tickets for all four performances began this week at the Speech Department office, English 306. Tickets will also be available at the door on the four performance nights.
General admission tickets are priced at $1 for students and $2 for others.

Suzi Canal is not seen as a path for peace
UPI-Israeli Premier Golda Meir rejected Tuesday Egyptian President Anwar Sadat's proposal to reopen the long-
blocked Suez Canal if Israel's frontline troops will withdraw from the occupied east bank of the waterway. She said the proposal was designed merely to give Egypt "a strategic ad-
vantage" with little of the cause of peace.
At the same time, however, Mrs. Meir told the Knesset Parliament in Jerusalem, that Israel is ready to discuss a separate agreement for reopening the canal, once the June, 1967 war is said. Such discussions could include a military desecration on both sides of the canal and the return of civilian life to canal-side cities devastated by heavy fighting before the ceasefire last August.

There was no immediate of-
official reaction from Cairo to Mrs. Meir's response to the proposal made last Thursday by Sadat, announcing Egypt's acceptance of an extension of the cease-fire until April 7. Egyptian officials had predicted Israel would turn down what Sadat called a new peace initiative.
Sadat had said the partial with-
drawal would be the first step in the timetable the Arabs have demanded for the surrender of Israel of all Arab territory conquered in the 1967 war.
The Foreign Ministry in Cairo announced Tuesday that Egypt had called on the United Nations to stop "savage Israeli attacks" on Arab civilians in occupied territories. A memorandum delivered to U.N. Secretary General Thant in New York Monday protested the "increasingly aggressive attitude" of Israeli occupation troops against Arabs in the occupied Sinai peninsula and Gaza Strip. Similar protests were made by the Egyptian Red Crescent, Red Cross Society to the International Red Cross and the Palestinian Red Crescent to Thant, according to Cairo and Amman reports.
Israel dismissed the Egyptian charges as "false and baseless" and rejected propaganda in a letter delivered Tuesday to the U.N. Security Council president.

The deepest sounding recorded in the Indian Ocean is 25,290 feet.
Matmen ranked eleventh in drive for top ten spot

The latest national rankings by Amateur Wrestling News place the Mustang wrestlers in the number 11 spot. This ranking does not take into the grapplers' recent trip against Michigan, Michigan State and Southern Illinois.

Coach Vaughn Hitchcock explained the rankings are not held like those for football. The rankings are based upon how the Amateur Wrestling News feels that particular team will finish in the University division finals. It does not deal primarily with the outcomes of the dual meets, but the dual meets do have an effect on the rankings.

In a battle for the top spot, two Big Eight schools, Iowa and Oklahoma State, fight it out. In the rest of the top ten, the Mustangs will have at least three opponents. Two of them will challenge the grapplers this weekend.

Oregon State, number six, will tackle the matmen Thursday night in the Men's Gym. A critical match comes Friday against Portland State. Though Portland State is behind Oregon State in the rankings, it gave Oklahoma State a scare before bowing, 17-16.

The top team on the West Coast will visit the Mustangs later in the season. Washington, number 3, has beaten Portland State earlier this year. According to Hitchcock, this week figures to be one of the toughest for his wrestlers.

Amateur Wrestling News said in its release that the Mustangs could make it into the top ten again before the end of the season. The next ranking will come in the first week of March.

The Riley's Bride...

She's as beautiful as love, as regal as a queen...

She's a Riley's bride. Her gown is only one from a romantic collection just arrived for spring in our bridal salon downtown.

Riley's complete bridal department features an experienced bridal consultant to help you with every detail of your wedding, a bridal gift registry, and, of course, beautiful gowns and accessories for every member of your wedding party.

Come in and discover for yourself why the most beautiful weddings begin at Riley's!
Brown, Gill first again in two weekend events

High jumper Reynaldo Brown added another trophy to his collection by establishing a Canadian Open record at the ninth annual Telegram Maple Leaf Indoor Games in Toronto, Canada.

Brown, who will be eligible to compete on the Mustang track team at the start of Spring Quarter, was competing as a member of the California Track and Field Club. His leap of 7-4¼ brought an ovation from the crowd at the event.

He later failed at three attempts at 7-4½, which would have tied the world indoor record.

Also last weekend Brown and triple crown jumper Mohinder Gill claimed first places at the Seattle Invitational. Brown leaped 7 feet even in the high jump, and Gill triple-jumped 58-10¼.
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"EL CETERA"

"The Mustang and Titans are 3-1, Cal State Fullerton is 3-2, and both the University of California at Riverside and Cal Poly Pomona are 1-3. The sole Fullerton loss was administered by the Mustangs, and Neale Bonner's boys lost only their first game to Riverside.

On the season the Mustangs sport a 124 mark. Six straight teams have fallen before them, a fact Bonner attributes to sharp shooting by the players and better team play. The Mustangs have shot over 50 per cent the past three games and are leading the CCAA at a 46.6 per cent clip.

Consistent offensive performance from Billy Jackson and the all around leadership of Lew Jackson has contributed toward the team's success. Billy Jackson is second in CCAA scoring with a 12.2 average and is 18.7 on the season. His season rebound average of 9.6 is second only to Bonning's average of 10.7, and both men are averaging three rebounds per game more since conference play began early in January.

Mustang center Bob Jennings muscles up for two points. Jennings transferred to this school and has contributed desperately needed rebounds in addition to consistent scoring.

Bronscons and Highlanders to test Mustang aquamen

The Mustang swim team, home from a fifth place finish at the UCSD Relays held last weekend, will take on UC Riverside and Poly Pomona at Pomona this Saturday at noon.

The University of Pacific took first place honors with 512 points. Host UCSD claimed second place with 384 points. The coming foes, Riverside and Pomona both participated in the Poly Pomona at Pomona this weekend.
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Consistent offensive performance from Billy Jackson and the all around leadership of Lew Jackson has contributed toward the team's success. Billy Jackson is second in CCAA scoring with a 12.2 average and is 18.7 on the season. His season rebound average of 9.6 is second only to Bonning's average of 10.7, and both men are averaging three rebounds per game more since conference play began early in January.

Mustang center Bob Jennings muscles up for two points. Jennings transferred to this school and has contributed desperately needed rebound strength in addition to consistent scoring.
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Golfers set for season opener

Mustang golfers, under the guidance of second-year coach Bill Hicks, are in their final week of preparation for their season opening tournament this weekend at Vandenberg Air Force Base.

San Fernando Valley State and UCSB are the pre-tournament favorites. Also competing against the Mustangs will be UCLA and Vandenberg Air Force Base.

Leading the field of returning lettermen for Hicks' squad is senior Greg Edwards. Edwards was the number one man of the 1970 golf team that sported an 11-6 dual match record, a third place finish in CCAA standings and a 19th place tie in the NCAA college division championships.

Last year Edwards' averaged a 71.1. "We should be quite a bit improved on last year's squad, and I feel we're coming along pretty well right now," he added.

"We also carry 350 Higuera senior Greg Edwards. Edwards will compete in the 1971 Vaadenberj Golf Invitational the Mustang golf team. The team was the number one man of the previous year's team he fielded last season. Only two newcomers have broken into the lineup. They are third-earner Dave Snow from Cerritos' state junior college championship team and first baseman Gary Knuckles, a freshman who hit .360 for Richmond last year."

Starting Varsity for Friday's opener against San Francisco State at 2:30 p.m. will be: all CCAA centerfielder Dave Kline, San Francisco senior leading off; senior left fielder Steve Freeborn will follow him. The sixth, seventh and eighth spots will be filled by right fielder Lathan Marsh, Knuckles, and catcher Roddaggett.

Friday's hurries will be Larry Sylia, Kent Agler and Allen Noble.

"The name of the game is "wait and see" for Augie Garrido and 1971 edition of his baseball Mustangs. Garrido, in his second year at the helm, said his club "will have to execute well to win." Last year's squad posted a 15-33 docket overall and were 4-12 in league play. This year's schedule has the Mustangs listed for 54 games, plus the UC Santa Barbara tournament in late March. Garrido emphasized the point that his team must concentrate on "not beating ourselves" if they are to improve on last year's record. Garrido will be facing the schedule with basically the same team he fielded last season. Only two newcomers have broken into the lineup. They are third-earner Dave Snow from Cerritos' state junior college championship team and first baseman Gary Knuckles, a freshman who hit .360 for Richmond last year."

Starting Varsity for Friday's opener against San Francisco State at 2:30 p.m. will be: all-CCAA centerfielder Dave Kline, San Francisco senior leading off; three year starter at shortstop Rick Pence will follow him; Dave Oliver, sophomore second and last year's leading bat man at .300 will bat third; Snow will hit clean up; and senior left fielder Steve Freeborn will follow him. The sixth, seventh and eighth spots will be filled by right fielder Lathan Marsh, Knuckles, and catcher Roddaggett.

Friday's hurries will be Larry Sylia, Kent Agler and Allen Noble.
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Three returning letterman form a nucleus for Ed Jorgenson's Mustang tennis team as it opens the season tomorrow (Thursday) at Westmont and entertains the University of California at Santa Barbara Sunday.

Last year's No. 1 man, John Roso of Hamford, Greg Piers of Merdo Park and Paul Summers of Carpenteria are back to lead the team. Top newcomer prospects include Dan Lambert of Arroyo Grande and John McCormick of Fullerton.

The Mustangs, who lost three key netters to graduation, are the defending California Collegiate Athletic Association champions and took second place in the NCAA College Division Championship. However, San Fernando Valley State College, last year's pick to win the conference, again figures to be a thorn in the side of the Mustangs.

Larry Morgan has been selected the "Mustang Wrestler of the Week" for his performances on the recent road trip to the Midwest.

Morgan won all three bouts on the trip and has been consistent for the Mustangs. Most of his victories have been decisions by wide margins. On the roadtrip he ran up totals of 12, 10, and 13 points while holding his opponents to less than half his total.

Coach Vaughan Hitchcock said that Morgan did an outstanding job in winning his three bouts, and "he has gained a lot of confidence this year." It has been usually Morgan who has started the winning string of bouts that the Mustangs used in defeating their opponents.
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